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The study evaluated how PZ Cussons Nigeria's inancial results were affected by inventory control, as deter-

mined by inventory conversion periods and inventory turnover ratios. This study aims to investigate the impact

of the inventory conversion period and the inventory turnover period on PZ Cussons's inancial performance.

Regression analysiswas used to evaluate the data in this study, which employed the ex-post factor as its research

design. The results showed that the inancial outcome and inventory conversion were positively correlated. On

the other hand, PZ Cussons Nigeria's inancial results and inventory turnover ratios are negatively correlated.

According to the study, the inventory conversion period needs to be respected. They consider that businesses

experience more inancial success when their conversion times are longer. Thus, these moments call for the

proper response. The techniques employed by several Nigerian businesses to determine inventory turnover

ratios do not lead to satisfactory results. As a result, companies must adhere to additional grade 12 accounting

requirements, which centre on assessing and disseminating inancial data. Three fundamental principles are ac-

countability, transparency, and ethical behaviour. Learners can record, evaluate, present, and interpret inancial

data to make wise inancial decisions. They will also be able to compute ratios in novel ways.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

INTRODUCTION

Decreased sales in Nigeria and other locations have contin-

ued to signiicantly affect PZ Cussons Plc's proit, a multina-

tional consumer goods maker. As reported by Reuters, the

British company's earnings for the irst half of 2019 were

relatively low due to this issue. PZ Cussons Nigeria Plc. 's

Nigerian afiliate produces soapbrands suchasPremier and

Imperial Leather. These soap producers used to control the

Nigerian market (Nkwo, 2023). Regretfully, events of late

have changed the narrative (Rodrigo-Carranza, González-

Mohı́no, Santos-Concejero, & González-Ravé, 2020). The

corporation has repeatedly used the challenging economic

climate, which has reduced millions of Nigerians' dispos-

able money, to excuse its reported lower sales in that coun-

try. This has led to poorer consumer purchasing.

Nevertheless, regardless of the bad economy, people will al-

ways need soap regularly. PZ Cussons' shareholders have

authorized the N595 million dividend. This suggests that

factors other than the economymay have contributed to the

decline in demand for PZ Cussons soap products. The com-

pany's ierce competition from other soap manufacturers

may have been a signiicant contributing factor (Akinleye

& Oluyori, 2023; Rashid, Jehan, & Kanval, 2023). The cor-

poration tried to enhance and rejuvenate the Premier Soap

brand at the beginning of the year. In an attempt to retake

the market, the corporation introduced two new Premier

Soap kinds, as Naira-metrics revealed in August. It has so

far launched several signiicant advertisementswith the as-

sistance of a few B-list celebs. This has not been a worth-

while endeavour. It should be mentioned that the British

company has already held its Nigerian afiliate accountable

for its declining inancial performance. The company noti-

ied stakeholders through several trading updates last year

that Nigeria's weak economy was impeding its overall ex-
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pansion.

Furthermore, Nkwo (2023), the pr, proits from the sale

of its assets, allowed PZ Cussons Nigeria to avoid export-

ing its third and most signiicant loss in at least nine years

in 2021. This helped the company maintain its inances

in a tough year. During the review period, the company's

sales almost hit N100 billion, a record high since at least

2013. It may have hit an all-time high. However, because

of Nigeria's unrelenting inlation, which reached a 17-year

high of 20.8% in September, income could not keep up with

spending. Consequently, the business would have suffered

itsmost signiicant post-tax loss in nine years. The statistics

ofice released these igures on Monday.

Centurian PZ Cussons is a Nigerian trading company that

was established in 1899. It works in the margin-tight, com-

petitive, and inlation-prone fast-moving consumer goods

market. Subsequently, its veriied results report, which

showed a 20.5% growth in turnover to N99.5 billion. Rea-

sonable growth was observed in the company's two main

income categories: durable electrical appliances and home

and personal care items. The former contributed 58.9% of

the top line, with the latter making up the remaining. The

company's cost of sales, or the direct costs of making the

goods it sold during that time, rose by more than 25% to

N75.2 billion. Compared to the prior year, whenno informa-

tion was released, administrative costs rose by more than

half to N10.2 billion, while property, plant, and equipment

impairment totalled N3.4 billion. PZ Cussons saw an N4.2

billion foreign exchange loss at the same time in 2020 as

opposed to an N6 billion loss. N10 billion was the pre-tax

proit, more than three times what was recorded the year

before. The former contributed 58.9% of the top line, with

the latter making up the remaining. The company's cost of

sales, or the direct costs of making the goods it sold during

that time, rose by more than 25% to N75.2 billion.

Compared to the prior year, when no information was re-

leased, administrative costs rose bymore than half to N10.2

billion, while property, plant, and equipment impairment

totalled N3.4 billion. PZ Cussons saw an N4.2 billion for-

eign exchange loss at the same time in 2020 as opposed to

an N6 billion loss. N10 billion was the pre-tax proit, more

than three times what was recorded the year before. Af-

ter thoroughly reviewing the related literature, the study

discovered the following gaps that need to be addressed:

none of the reviewed studies combined the proxies used

in this study; they used either of the components of in-

dependent variables (Inventory conversion period and in-

ventory turnover ratio). Additionally, most of the studies

reviewed were conducted outside Nigeria. However, this

study was limited to PZ Cussons Nigeria. Similarly, The re-

viewed studies were based on the companies, whereas this

is limited to PZ Cussons Nigeria; the reason behind choos-

ing PZ is because of the continued decline in the perfor-

mance of the company, which led them to close many of

their branches and sacked many workers, and disengaging

many staffmay indirectly affect the economy since the num-

ber of unemployment increase there is the tendency of seen

an incremental rate of crime in the country. On this note, the

study on the impact of inventory management on the per-

formance of PZ Cussons Nigeria emanates. Therefore, the

study will examine the relationship between PZ Cussons's

inancial performance in Nigeria and inventory control, as

evaluated by inventory conversion period and turnover ra-

tios. According to Amedu and Orji-Okafor (2023), PZ Cus-

sons Nigeria PLC's inancial performance was so bad that

it led to the closure of the majority of its branches, includ-

ing those in the states of Gombe, Bauchi, Borno, Jos, and

Kebbi. Thus, the study's objective is to ascertain the extent

to which Inventory Conversion Periods (ICP) inluence the

inancial performance of PZ Cussons Plc. To what extent do

Inventory Turnover Ratios (ITR) affect the inancial perfor-

mance of PZ Cussons Plc?

LITERATURE DEVELOPMENT

Financial Outcome

A company's stakeholders can take various forms, such

as employees, trade creditors, investors, bondholders, and

management. Monitoring inancial performance is crucial

for every group. A company's ability to make money and

effectively manage its assets, obligations, and stakeholders'

and investors' inancial interests is measured by its inan-

cial performance. A company's ability to use resources and

create money from its main business activity is subjectively

measured by its inancial success. The expression can also

refer to the overall inancial situation of a business over a

given period. One contentious issue that banks must con-

tinually address is proitability. A company is organic; it de-

velops and lourishes over a speciic time frame, often ayear,

on the difference between its revenue and expenses. Proit

is the term used to describe this difference.

For this reason, a bank's capacity to make money is essen-

tial to its long-term existence and growth. There must be a

healthy proit to sustain the business and raise capital for

the bank's expansion and growth. Bankmanagers still have

to spend a lot of time and effort making decisions on corpo-

rate proit planning since somany other variables inluence

the process. It will be even more complicated if the bank

operates in a highly competitive economic environment like
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Nigeria (Agbada&Osuji, 2013). Howwell a corporation has

applied inancial implementation criteria is determined by

its inancial performance. Theproitability ratio looks at the

total proit made in order to assess how effective manage-

ment is overall. A higher proitability ratio is a more accu-

rate indicator of the ability to produce substantial earnings.

To assess the bank's inancial size or proitability by con-

trasting its earnings in one year with those that preceded

and followed. Comparing the proits results from a particu-

lar year is one way to assess a bank's performance. Tabari,

Ahmadi, and Emami (2013) state that there are two alter-

native metrics for the proitability variable: the ratio of Re-

turn on Equity (ROE) to proit on assets (ROA). The ability

of a bank to make a proit is theoretically measured by re-

turn on asset or ROA, despite the potential for trade-off bal-

ance sheet activities to introduce bias. Equity returns are

represented by ROE, which is computed bymultiplying ROA

by the total asset-to-equity ratio. However, return on assets

was the onlymetric used in this study to determine inancial

performance (Nkwo, 2023).

The inancial performance of a corporation is measured by

its numbers. Ultimately, though, it conveys a message re-

garding the company's stability. Any responsible investor

whowants to comprehend and value a irm accuratelymust

thoroughly analyze the company's inancial records, which

are compiled in annual reports and Form K-10s (Tella &

Olatunji, 2023). However, it is essential to realize that inan-

cial performance only tells you what happened in the past;

it can never provide an accurate picture of what will come.

It also does not exist in a vacuum. It is imperative to consis-

tently evaluate a company's inancial performance relative

to other comparable entities, the industry standard, and its

historical records.

Inventory Control

The goods or supplies a business intends to sell to cus-

tomers to generate revenue are known as inventory. The

process of tracking products from manufacturers to ware-

houses and from these sites to the point of sale is known as

inventory management. It is an essential link in the supply

chain. Inventory management aims to have the appropri-

ate items in the right place at the right time. To do this, you

must be able to view your inventory and knowwhat, when,

and how much to order (Gołaś, 2020).

The following are some essential steps in inventory man-

agement:

Purchasing stock

: When an item is bought and prepared for sale, it is trans-

ported directly to the point of sale or thewarehouse. Until it

is required, stock is stored. Throughout your fulilment net-

work, materials or commodities are transferred until they

are ready for shipping.

Creating revenue from inventory

: The amount of products that can be bought is controlled.

Orders are fulilled by removing completed items. Ship-

ments of merchandise are made to customers. One of a

business's most essential assets could be its inventory. In-

ventory control is the glue that holds the supply chain to-

gether. Whenandwhen it is needed, having suficient inven-

tory might lead to satisied customers. However, maintain-

ing and insuring such a vast inventory comeswith costs, and

damage, theft, and rotting are ongoing concerns (Akinleye

& Oluyori, 2023). Businesses that manufacture and have

intricate supply chains must balance having too little and

too much inventory. Sophisticated inventory tracking soft-

ware has marginally replaced spreadsheets, manually com-

puted stock levels, and manual order placement. The au-

tonomy management system makes ordering, storing, and

using commodities easier. Companies, by automating busi-

ness administration, demand forecasting, accounting, and

end-to-end production, man, aging inventories are differ-

ent due to globalization, technology, and empowered con-

sumers. Supply chain operators will use technologies that

offer essential insights into how supply chain performance

can be enhanced. They can identify opportunities in some

sectors for considerable scale beneits and predict varia-

tions in logistics performance and costs before they occur.

Inventory Conversion Periods (ICP)

The inventory conversion period, or the interval between

buying fresh stock and the product's actual sale, establishes

how long it takes to turn inventory into sales. The precise

number of days that inventory is converted into sales can

be found by dividing the inventory by the average sales or

cost of sales and multiplying the result by 365. The inven-

tory conversion period is the time needed to acquire raw

materials to produce a product and market it. In essence,

this is how long a business must invest inancial resources

before turning raw materials into a sale (Tella & Olatunji,

2023; Jam, Akhtar, Haq, Ahmad-U-Rehman, & Hijazi, 2010).

The inventory conversion period estimates the time it takes

to convert inventory into sales or from when the new stock

is ordered until the product is sold. One can obtain the in-

ventory conversion into sales precise days by dividing the
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inventory by the average sales or cost of sales andmultiply-

ing the result by365. Thedelayed cash conversion cycle and

the money block in inventory are estimated using the high

conversion duration.

Conversely, a shorter conversion period considers the aver-

age amount invested in the stock and minimizes unneces-

sary money-blocking and cash conversion cycles. The cash

conversion cycle is based on how many days or months it

takes to turn inventories into sales. You canprolong the con-

version period by effectively managing the inventory and

plugging gaps.

The formula is as under:

Formula = Inventory / Cost of Sales * 365

There are two issues that make the inventory conversion

duration a somewhat less helpful metric. Initially, the mea-

surement is predicated on the notion that each item is cre-

ated in-house (Akinleye & Oluyori, 2023). However, the in-

ventory conversion period would either vanish entirely or

dramatically shrink if a company decided to outsource pro-

duction, possibly with a lower gross margin penalty. Sec-

ond, if suppliers agree to extraordinarily lengthy payment

terms, if buyers pay in advance, or if the time period to sell

to customers is less than the terms to suppliers, then there

is virtually no inventory conversion period at all from the

standpoint of the low of money. This is a revelation of the

irm’s lack of net cash investment in the deal.

Inventory Turnover Ratios (ITR)

The number of times you sell off all of your inventory in a

given time frame, such as a year, is known as your inventory

turnover ratio, or ITR. The following formula for inventory

turnover ratio can be used to determine it: Average inven-

tory value/Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) (Hadiza & Mohamed,

2021). Inventory Turnover Ratio, also known as Inventory

Turnover, gaugeshowwell a businessmanages its inventory

by looking at how rapidly it sells and replaces its product

over a given period. It is computed by dividing the average

inventory for the same period by the cost of things sold. The

inventory turnover ratio only showshowquickly a company

sells its products. It evaluates inventory and sales effec-

tiveness. Additional words for inventory turnover include

stock turns, stock turnover, and inventory turns (Akinleye

& Oluyori, 2023; Ugwuanyi, 2016). For most sectors, a

healthy inventory turnover ratio is between 5 and 10, which

implies that you should replenish your stock every one to

two months. This ratio inds a reasonable compromise be-

tween avoiding needless reorders and keeping the ideal in-

ventory level on hand. A few companies, including Ready

Ratios, monitor the industry-speciic median ITR. Your in-

dustry's typical inventory turnover percentage might not

beneit your business, even though knowing those igures

is essential. A company's most crucial inventory control

method is maximizing inventory turnover (Tella & Olatunji,

2023; Liew & Chou, 2016; Danladi, 2019). It would help if

you looked into differences in inventory turnover by indus-

try, company size, and other factors in greater detail. Di-

vide your total cost of goods sold by the average inventory

value to get your annual ITR. The average inventory value

can be calculated by adding the beginning and ending in-

ventory balances for a given month and then dividing the

result by two.

Average Inventory Value ÷ Total Cost of Goods Sold (COGS)

yields the Inventory Turnover Ratio (ITR).

Assume your average daily inventory value was $100,000

and your annual sales were $500,000. You can determine

that your ITR was ive by calculating your turnover ratio.

This implies that you had ive inventory replacements and

sales. You can calculate the inventory sales for each day of

the year by dividing your ITR by 365. What was the dead-

line for submitting your inventory? This means that your

day's inventory sales would be 73. 365 ÷ Days' Sales of In-

ventory (DSI) Ratio of Inventory Turnover (ITR). Your i-

nancial records provide all the information required for a

quick inventory turnover calculation, even though the soft-

ware is the most accurate approach to measuring inven-

tory turnover at a high level of detail (Akinleye & Oluyori,

2023). Use the calculator below or enter those values into

the formula above to quickly determine your turnover ra-

tio. The inventory turnover ratio is a inancial metric that

shows how frequently a company's inventory is sold and re-

placed over time. The inventory turnover formula and the

number of days in the period can then be used to calculate

the number of days required to sell the available inventory

(Gołaś, 2020).

Conceptual framework

FIGURE 1. Conceptual model

EMPIRICAL REVIEW

The work of Hadiza and Mohamed (2021) uses historical

panel data analysis to assess the link between the inven-

tory conversion period and Return on Net Assets (ROA) for
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companies in the Nigerian conglomerate industry. The con-

nectionwas evaluatedusing an ex-post factor research tech-

nique. Thedata came fromsecondary sources, including the

annual reports and accounts of publicly traded companies

between 2006 and 2017. The study population comprises

six conglomerate companies listedon theNigerianStockEx-

change. Descriptive statistics, Pearson correlation, ixed-

effect and random-effect Generalized Least Square (GLS) re-

gression techniques, the Hausman Speciication test, and

decision ruleswere among the analysismethods used in the

study. The study's indings indicated a negative correlation

between theReturn onAssets (ROA) and the Inventory Con-

versionPeriod (ICP) of conglomerate enterprises inNigeria.

In a similar vein, The research conducted by Orobia,

Nakibuuka, Bananuka, and Akisimire (2020) aims to ascer-

tain the relationship between inventory management, i-

nancial performance, and managerial competence. Addi-

tionally, it explores the potential that inventory manage-

ment mediates this relationship. Study designs that were

cross-sectional and correlational were also employed. We

employedaquestionnaire survey thatwas sent to304Ugan-

dan small businesses. A bootstrap analysis technique was

employed to assess hypotheses using Analysis of Moments

Structures (AMOS) software. The indings show a strong

correlation between managerial skill and inventory man-

agement and the inancial performance of small businesses.

Furthermore, inventory management has a partial mediat-

ing role in the relationship between managerial ability and

inancial performance.

Additionally, Karadağ (2018) offers a review of the studies

that look at how inventories, receivables, and cashmanage-

ment relate to the inancial performance and competitive-

ness of small businesses. Four hypotheses are examined

using Structural Equation Modelling (SEM), and 188 small

and medium-sized businesses provided data for the study

using structured questionnaires. The results of the regres-

sion study indicate that while inventory management tac-

tics have a lower association with inancial success, cash

and receivables management strategies have a stronger

correlation. The research also shows a strong positive asso-

ciation between inancial performance and corporate com-

petitiveness. This research aims to further our understand-

ing of small business inance management by examining

working capital management techniques and the connec-

tion between enhanced inancial performance and competi-

tiveness. It also suggests that inancial performance is a cru-

cial factor that increases small business competitiveness,

which has important implications for regulators and own-

ers/managers of small enterprises.

Furthermore, as Amahalu (2018) stated, his research aimed

to determine the connection between inventory control and

the inancial success of brewing enterprises for seven years

from 2010 to 2016. Return on equity, company growth,

and return on assets were used to measure inancial per-

formance instead of inancial success; the inventory conver-

sion period was used to measure inventory management.

Panel data for this study was obtained from Nigerian stock

market journals, fact books, annual reports, and the inan-

cial statements of listed brewing enterprises between 2010

and 2016. The Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression

technique and the correlation coeficient were used to an-

alyze the data with the assistance of the statistical program

STATA 13. The indings indicated a sizeable positive rela-

tionship at the 5% signiicant level between return on as-

sets, irm growth, and inventory conversion period, in ad-

dition to a positive and non-signiicant association between

return on equity and inventory conversion period.

Additionally, Onikoyi, Babafemi, Ojo, and Aje (2017) inves-

tigate the impact of inventorymanagement practices on the

inancial performance of Larfage Wapco Plc, Nigeria, by as-

sessing the inluence of the value of stock carried and the in-

ventory policies in place on the company's proitability and

cost of goods sold, respectively. The annual audited inan-

cial records were used in the survey design procedure for

this inquiry. Descriptive statistics and ield designwere also

used. The study's indings for hypothesis 1 showed that, be-

tween 2005 and 2013, there was a signiicant correlation

(p-value of 0.005 and F–23.96) between the value of stock

carried and the cost of goods sold; however, hypothesis 2

also showed a signiicant relationship (p-value of 0.001 and

F– statistics 46.26). This proved a positive relationship be-

tween LarfageWapco Plc's inventorymanagement and con-

trol practices and proitability.

Gołaś (2020) then report the indings of their analysis of

inventory management modiications and the veriication

of cause-and-effect relationships between inventory man-

agement outcomes and irm inancial performance. Re-

search on the food industry's several sections, or subsec-

tors, was conducted in Poland between 2005 and 2010.

An econometric analysis of the effects of inventory cy-

cle length—in total, materials, production-in-progress, in-

ished products, and commodities—on the inancial perfor-

mance of the branches, as measured by return on sales,

equity, and assets, forms the basis of the study. A crucial

measure of the effectiveness of inventory management, the

study showed how the food industry branch system has a

very varied inventory cycle duration.

Thus, Akinleye and Oluyori (2023) also examine the im-
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pact of standard costingpractices on theproitability of con-

sumer products companies listed in Nigeria. The aim of

the research is to determine the effects of standard cost-

ing on proit margin enhancement, cost variation reduc-

tion, and inventorymanagement, and how these aspects af-

fect the Return on Assets (ROA) of consumer products com-

panies listed in Nigeria. The study employed a quantita-

tive research methodology and used secondary data from

inancial statements and annual reports of listed consumer

product businesses in Nigeria. A sample of businesses was

selected based on predeined criteria, and relevant inan-

cial data was collected for analysis. A linear regression

model examined the relationship between the application

of standard costing practices and the return on assets. Af-

ter adjusting for irm size and leverage, the regression anal-

ysis showed that applying standard costing practices signi-

icantly increases the Return on Assets (ROA) of listed con-

sumable goods companies in Nigeria.

Additionally, Tella and Olatunji (2023) looked at how the

cost of inished goods inventory affected proit after taxes,

how the cost of work-in-progress inventory affected proit

after taxes, and how these factors affected certain Nige-

rianmanufacturing companies' proit after taxes. The study

made use of secondary data from the annual reports of the

selected companies. The gathered data were examined us-

ing descriptive and inferential statistical analysis methods.

According to the study, there was no signiicant impact of

raw materials on proit after tax (β = 7.912884, p = 0.354),

a signiicant impact of inished goods on proit after tax (β

= 34.81571, p 0.000), and no signiicant impact of work

in progress on proit after tax (β = -24.62591, p = 0.506).

Based on the results, the study concluded that, depending

on which subset of inventory costs is looked at, there are

differences in the relationship between the proitability of

manufacturing enterprises and inventory costs. The rela-

tionship gave inished goods inventory the most weight.

In a similar vein, Nkwo (2023) examined the impact of

effective asset management on the inancial performance

of consumer products companies in Nigeria. One of the

study's main objectives was the impact of the Property,

Plant, and Equipment (PPE), inventory, and account receiv-

ables turnover ratios on the Return on Assets (ROA) of con-

sumer products companies in Nigeria. Ex post facto re-

search methodology was employed in this study, covering

2013 through 2022. Secondary data were extracted from

the shortlisted Nigerian consumer products companies' an-

nual reports and inancial statements. The data analysis

employed a ixed effect model in multiple panel regres-

sion. The outcome showed that the return on assets of the

sampled consumer goods irms in Nigeria is signiicantly

(p-value 0.0267) and positively impacted by the account re-

ceivables turnover ratio (t-statistic 2.92988).

THEORETICAL REVIEW

Levelized Production (Underpinning Theory)

Another concept for inventory control is to keep labour

costs as low as possible by building inventory gradually to

avoid peaks and dips. If youwait to build items until you re-

ceive sales orders, you can be forced a hurry to add a third

shift, hire overtime workers, or hire another producer to

help with order fulilment. Employees who are not work-

ing during sluggish times might need to be paid. If you can

accurately forecast demandmonthly, quarterly, or annually,

you may allocate your output to keep an even low.

Many manufacturers respond to orders from customers by

producing goods. There is a thin line between overpro-

ducing (generating an undesired surplus) and waiting too

long to fulil orders, leaving unsatisied customers. A lean

idea called "levelized production" promotes daily produc-

tion of the same quantity of goods. This functions well in

somewhat predictable manufacturing environments, con-

sidering that MTO (Make-to-Order) manufacturing is be-

comingmore popular than pureMTS (Make-to-Stock)man-

ufacturing. It is essential to have historical data and fore-

casts based on your ERP system to achieve levelized pro-

duction. Understanding this data will create balance and

eliminate excess or shortfall in production. Consider a sce-

nario where a business receives 60widget orders in a given

week. Ten orders arrive on Monday, and twenty orders ar-

rive on Wednesday. With order history and predictions,

the company might have accurately predicted this scenario

and manufactured 12 widgets per day for a week or more

if the pattern was likely to continue—a feat made feasi-

ble by ERP. Amahalu (2018) states that production is mov-

ing forward gradually and in line with consumer demand.

Though this may sound unduly straightforward, the right

ERP tools—lead times, scrap factors, bills ofmaterial, inven-

torypositions, etc.—canhelp businesses enhance corporate

management, deine proper "levels," and comprehend real-

world data.

A few advantages of levelized production are as follows:

Lower Labor Expenses - Easier Objectives. When demand

for manufacturing increases, it will become necessary to

hire contract workers to help complete orders, work extra

shifts, or pay overtime. On the other hand, Levelized man-

ufacturing keeps labour costs constant while streamlin-

ing scheduling, production worker expectations, and mon-

itoring procedures. It improved inventory position clar-
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ity. Knowing and projecting how much you have on hand

or will have helps lower inventory costs. This helps clar-

ify your production staff's needs and your inancial predic-

tions. Better quality control thanks to levelized production:

In the case of a quality problem, you can ascertain the effect

on impacted units with speed.

Conversely, consider a large batch that is made and stored

for an extended period before a quality problem is identi-

ied. In addition to being far more costly, this also makes it

more challenging todetermine the root reason for improved

client support. Levelized production enhances your capa-

bility to fulil large orders on time and to react swiftly to

particular demands by keeping capacity from being wholly

or overly scheduled. Customers are happier, and customer

service employees are more knowledgeable.

METHODOLOGY

The studyused anexpost facto researchdesign. ThePZCus-

sons inancial statement covers the study's population for

ive years, from 2018 to 2022. Using a iltering mechanism,

the sampling procedure is random. The sample size selec-

tion is determined by taking into account the ease of access

to data during the study's duration, which is from 2018 to

2022. Only the Nigerian and African units are included in

the sample size. This is consistent with the many previous

research. Panel data were also used in the study. In order

to analyze the data generated for the study, Stata version 14

software will be used. The researcher employed regression

analysis.

Regression Analysis

Table 1 shows an R2 value of 57%. The coeficient of deter-

mination (R2) indicates that the explanatory variables (ITR,

ICP) combined explain 57% of the variation in the depen-

dent variable (ROA) of PZ Cussons in Nigeria. Based on the

R2 of 57%and thewaldχ2 value of 0.57 (Prob.>χ2 = 0.000),

the model is deemed suitable for explaining the link pre-

sented in the study model. This shows how well the ex-

planatory variables were selected, put together, and used.

Furthermore, the R2 generated by this research compares

well to the R2 from other studies. Furthermore, 43% of the

variance in the dependent variable can be attributed to fac-

tors other than those in the study model, according to the

R2 value of 57%. This shows that PZ Cussons' performance

can be explained by variables other than (ITR and ICP). The

following provides more explanation of the type and de-

gree of link, expressed in terms of coeficients, z-values, and

p-values, between each of the study's independent factors

and the dependent variable:

TABLE 1. Summary of mixed-effect GLS regression result

ROA Coef. Std. Err. z p>|z|

ITR 2.452 .739 3.32 0.001

ICP -.546 .318 -1.71 0.087

Wald χ2 (3) = 0.57

Prob > χ2 = 0.000

Source: Computed by the author using version 14

stata statistical software

Hypotheses Testing and Discussion of Findings

This section discusses the results of each of the hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1

H01: Inventory Conversion Periods (ICP) have no signii-

cant positive relationship with the inancial performance of

PZ Cussons Plc. Table 1 demonstrates a signiicant positive

correlation (signiicant at the 1% level) between the inven-

tory conversion period and PZ Cussons Plc.'s inancial per-

formance, based on a beta coeficient p-value of 0.001. More

excellent inventory conversion raises PZ Cussions' inancial

success. In contrast, lower ICP lowers PZ Cussions' inan-

cial performance, given the strong positive association be-

tween the variables. The new outcome validates the results

of a previous study by Hadiza and Mohamed (2021), which

discovered a positive association between the parameters.

However, the result contradicts the inding of Orobia et al.

(2020). Based on the empirical evidence, the study's irst

hypothesis states that Inventory Conversion Periods (ICP)

have no signiicant positive relationship with the inancial

performance of PZ Cussons Plc and is therefore rejected at

the 1% level.

Hypothesis 2

H02: Inventory Turnover Ratios (ITR) have no signiicant

positive relationship with PZ Cussons Plc's inancial perfor-

mance.

The inventory turnover ratio and inancial performance
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have a negligible 5% correlation, as shown by Table 1's co-

eficient p-value of 0.087. This result went against previous

hypotheses that predicted a positive relationship. Accord-

ing to this research, inancial performance declines as in-

ventory turnover rises.

In light of the empirical results on board independence,

the study's second hypothesis—that inventory turnover

has no discernible effect on PZ Cussions's inancial perfor-

mance—is accepted. The present result is consistent with

the conclusions of Althaqai (2020). However, this is not

the same as Yankah, Osei, Owusu-Mensah, and Agyapong

(2022) results, which indicated that inventory turnover im-

proved inancial performance.

CONCLUSION

The study concludes that PZ Cussons Plc's inancial per-

formance and inventory conversion period correlate pos-

itively. Given the strong positive correlation between the

variables, it can be concluded that higher inventory con-

version leads to higher PZ Cussion's inancial performance,

while lower ICP results in lower PZ Cussion's inancial per-

formance.

The study found that the inventory turnover ratio hurt PZ

Cussions' inancial performance. This inding suggests that

inancial performance decreases with increasing inventory

turnover and vice versa.

Recommendation

As per the study's summary and conclusion, irms seeking

to effectively and eficiently accomplish their goals and ob-

jectives have to consider the subsequent recommendations

promptly:

• The inventory conversion period must be upheld.

Given that longer conversion times result in higher i-

nancial success for the businesses. Then, these times

require appropriate attention.

• The methods used by different Nigerian companies

to calculate inventory turnover ratios could be more

conducive to producing favourable outcomes. Be-

cause of this, businesses must follow accounting

guidelines and use creative methods to compute ra-

tios.
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